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Abstract: We compute the n-point two-loop form factors of the half-BPS operators
Tr(φnAB) in N = 4 super Yang-Mills for arbitrary n > 2 using generalised unitarity and
symbols. These form factors are minimal in the sense that the nth power of the scalar
field in the operator requires the presence of at least n on-shell legs. Infrared divergences
are shown to exponentiate as for amplitudes, reproducing the known cusp and collinear
anomalous dimensions at two loops. We define appropriate infrared-finite remainder func-
tions and compute them analytically for all n. The results obtained by using the known
expressions of the integral functions involve complicated combinations of Goncharov mul-
tiple polylogarithms, but we show that much simpler expressions can in fact be derived
using the symbol of transcendental functions. For n = 3 we find a very compact remain-
der function expressed in terms of classical polylogarithms only. For arbitrary n > 3 we
are able to write all the remainder functions in terms of a single compact building block,
expressed as a sum of classical polylogarithms augmented by two multiple polylogarithms.
The decomposition of the symbol into specific components is crucial in order to single out a
natural combination of multiple polylogarithms. Finally, we analyse in detail the behaviour
of these minimal form factors in collinear and soft limits, which deviates from the usual
behaviour of amplitudes and non-minimal form factors.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we concentrate on the calculation of two-loop form factors of half-BPS opera-
tors in N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (SYM). In particular we look at operators
of the form Ok := Tr(φk12), with k > 2, and their superpartners, which can be packaged
into a single superfield Tk. Here φAB = −φBA denotes the three complex scalar fields of the
theory, satisfying the reality condition φ¯AB = (1/2)ABCDφCD, where A, . . . ,D are SU(4)
R-symmetry indices.
The superfield Tk is a generalisation of the stress-tensor multiplet T2. For k > 2 it
is dual to massive Kaluza-Klein modes of the AdS5 × S5 compactification of type IIB
supergravity, while for k = 2 it is dual to the massless graviton multiplet.
Sudakov form factors of O2 (the lowest component of T2) have been constructed up
to four loops [1–3], while in [4, 5] form factors of O2 with more than two external on-shell
states were computed. Later, the supersymmetric form factors of T2 were presented in [6, 7]
using harmonic and Nair’s on-shell superspace [8], extending the results obtained for the
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bosonic operator O2. In [9, 10] the study of form factors of Ok and super form factors
of Tk with k > 2 was initiated. In particular in [10] general expressions for MHV form
factors FTk,n of Tk with n external legs at tree level and one loop were presented. Such form
factors have also been studied at strong coupling [11, 12] using AdS/CFT and integrability,
exhibiting interesting similarities with amplitudes at strong coupling.1
In this work we will focus on the special class of form factors FTk,k of Tk which we
call “minimal”, because they have the same number of on-shell legs as scalars in Ok (the
lowest component of Tk). In the case of Sudakov form factors k = n = 2, and the result
has trivial kinematic dependence dictated by dimensional analysis and Lorentz invariance.
The minimal form factors FTk,k are close cousins of the Sudakov form factors and, hence,
it is natural to expect that their kinematic dependence will be simpler, albeit non-trivial,
compared to the general case with n > k. Indeed, we will be able to present very compact,
analytic expression for arbitrary n = k written in terms of simple, universal building blocks.
Next we would like to outline briefly the strategy of our calculation.
The first step consists in using generalised unitarity to construct the two-loop form
factors in terms of a basis of integral functions. Here we are in the fortunate situation
where all the required integral functions are known analytically from the work of [13, 14]
in terms of classical and Goncharov polylogarithms. Such expressions are typically rather
long, but past experience [5, 15–20] suggests that for appropriate, finite quantities, the
final result can be condensed to a much simpler and compact form.
Following this line of thought, and also inspired by the well-known exponentiation of
infrared divergences, we will introduce finite remainder functions [21–24]. These remainders
are defined in terms of two important universal constants, and our calculation confirms that
they coincide with the cusp anomalous dimension and collinear anomalous dimension which
appear in the definition of remainders of amplitudes [23, 24] and form factors of T2 [1, 2, 5].2
Finally, we use the symbol of transcendental functions and the related, refined notion
of the coproduct [25] to construct the remainders in an extremely compact form. For the
remainder of FT3,3 we find a three-line expression containing only classical polylogarithms,
while the answer for FTk,k is a combination of universal, compact building blocks which
contain classical polylogarithms supplemented by just two Goncharov polylogarithms.
We end with a brief outline of the rest of the paper. After a short summary of
form factors of Ok and Tk in section 2, we construct the minimal form factor of T3 at
two loops in terms of a basis of integral functions in section 3. In section 4 we define
finite remainder functions of the minimal two-loop form factors, and use the powerful
concept of the symbol of transcendental functions to rewrite the result in terms of classical
polylogarithms only. In section 5 we work out the analytic results for form factors of Tk
with k > 3 and are able to express them in terms of a single, universal building block that
depends on three scale-invariant ratios of Mandelstam variables. Again, using the symbol
and coproduct of transcendental functions we find a compact answer which, in addition to
1In [11] it was noted that the leading order result at strong coupling is independent of k. It would be
interesting to find a manifestation of this fact at weak coupling.
2This result disagrees with the findings of [9], where a different result for the collinear anomalous
dimension was obtained, see section 4.1 for more details.
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classical polylogarithms, contains also two Goncharov polylogarithms. Finally, in section 6
we analyse in some detail the behaviour of form factors in collinear and soft limits, and
note that minimal form factors have unconventional factorisation properties compared to
amplitudes and non-minimal form factors.
2 Summary of tree-level and one-loop form factors
We begin this section with a brief review of supersymmetric form factors at tree level and
one loop. This will allow us to fix conventions and to introduce the building blocks which
enter the unitarity cuts at two loops performed in sections 3 and 5. The reader more
interested in the results can skip this section and move directly to the next one.
2.1 Super form factors of half-BPS operators
A form factor of a local, gauge-invariant operator O(x) is defined as the Fourier transform
of its matrix element taken between the vacuum and an on-shell n-particle state,
FO,n(1, . . . , n; q) :=
∫
d4x e−iqx 〈1 · · ·n|O(x)|0〉 = δ(4)
(
q −
n∑
i=1
pi
)
〈1 · · ·n|O(0)|0〉 .
(2.1)
While the external states are massless and on shell, the operator carries a momentum q
which in general is off shell.
In this paper we will focus on half-BPS operators of the form
Ok := Tr(φkAB) , (2.2)
for fixed A and B, with k ≥ 3 (the case k = 2 was discussed in [6]).
The operator Ok is part of a half-BPS supermultiplet of operators, and is nothing
but a simple generalisation of the chiral part of the stress-tensor multiplet [26, 27]. We
will denote the corresponding supersymmetric operator by Tk(x, θ+). It depends on half
of the fermionic coordinates of the N = 4 harmonic superspace [28, 29], denoted collec-
tively by θ±,
θ+ ↔ θ+aα , a = 1, 2 , α = 1, 2 ,
θ− ↔ θ−a′α˙ , a′ = 1, 2 , α˙ = 1, 2 . (2.3)
Instead of taking the kth power of a scalar field φAB, we now take the k
th power of a
particular projection W++ of the chiral vector multiplet WAB,
3
Tk(x, θ+) := Tr
[
(W++(x, θ+))k
]
= Tr
[
(φ++(x))k
]
+ · · · , (2.4)
where the ellipses stand for other operators related to Tr
[
(φ++)k
]
via supersymmetry
transformations and which are accompanied by higher powers of the fermionic variables
3For details on the harmonic projections mentioned above, we refer the reader to [26] and to section 2
of [10].
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θ+. In what follows, we will focus on the lowest component, or equivalently the (θ+)0
component of Tk in (2.4), which is nothing but Ok. By choosing an appropriate harmonic
projection [26] one can simply replace φ++ by φ12 without loss of generality. This super-
symmetric notation allows us to make supersymmetry Ward identities manifest, and relates
form factors of the lowest component operator to form factors of all the other component
operators appearing in Tk.
Super form factors are defined in a similar way as their bosonic counterparts (2.1),
except that now one takes a super Fourier transform. The super form factors of Tk are
given by
FTk,n(1, . . . , n; q, γ+) :=
∫
d4x d4θ+ e−(iqx+iθ
+a
α γ
α
+a) 〈 1 · · ·n |Tk(x, θ+) |0〉 , (2.5)
where now the operator carries fermionic momentum γ+ in the θ
+ directions in addition
to the momentum q. Here the external state is described using Nair’s formalism [8]. This
is based on the introduction of a super-wavefunction
Φ(p, η) := g+(p)+ηAλ
A(p)+
ηAηB
2!
φAB(p)+ ABCD
ηAηBηC
3!
λ¯D(p)+η1η2η3η4g
−(p) , (2.6)
where we denote by
(
g+(p), . . . , g−(p)
)
the annihilation operators of the corresponding
particles. Here ηA is a Grassmann variable, and in order to extract the contribution where
the helicity of particle i is hi, one picks the coefficient of (ηi)
2−2hi of the corresponding
superamplitude (or super form factor).
When k = 2, (2.4) is the chiral part of the stress tensor multiplet, whose form fac-
tors were studied in [4, 6]. For general k, these form factors were studied in [10] at tree
level and one loop. Here we will extend this work and explore form factors of Tk at two
loops. Therefore it is useful to summarise some relevant results form [10] which will appear
throughout our calculations.
2.2 Tree-level results
It is known that the MHV super form factors of the chiral part of the stress tensor multiplet
T2 are given by a simple expression [6], which is reminiscent of the Parke-Taylor formula
for MHV superamplitudes [30, 31],
FMHVT2,n (1, . . . , n; q, γ+) =
δ(4)
(
q −
n∑
i=1
λiλ˜i
)
δ(4)
(
γ+ −
n∑
i=1
λiη+,i
)
δ(4)
( n∑
i=1
λiη−,i
)
〈12〉〈23〉 · · · 〈n1〉 , (2.7)
where η± are projections of the ηA variables along the θ± directions. Since the super-
operator Tk(x, θ+) does not depend on the θ− coordinates, it carries no supermomentum
in these directions, which is reflected in the absence of the conjugate fermionic variable γ−
in the last delta function.
Similarly to the case of amplitudes, MHV super form factors are the simplest class of
form factors and are singled out by the fact that they carry the lowest possible fermionic
degree, which — for the MHV super form factors of Tk — is 8+2(k−2). These form factors
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are related via supersymmetry to the form factor of Ok with an external state consisting
of k scalars and (n − k) positive-helicity gluons. For T3, all n-particle MHV super form
factors at tree level are given by a slight modification of (2.7) [10],
FMHVT3,n (1, . . . , n; q, γ+) = FMHVT2,n (1, . . . , n; q, γ+)
(
n−2∑
i≤j=1
(2− δij)〈n i〉 〈j n− 1〉〈n− 1n〉 η−,i · η−,j
)
,
(2.8)
where we have introduced the shorthand notation η−,i · η−,j := 12 η−a,iη−b,j ab. Note that
the extra factor increases the fermionic degree of (2.7) by two units, which in turn is
necessary to encode the larger R-charge carried by the operator. Tree-level MHV form
factors for arbitrary k > 3 were also derived in [10] using a slightly modified version of
the BCFW recursion relations. The result is a generalisation of (2.8), and the interested
reader can find it in eq. (4.12) of [10].
2.3 One-loop results
The one-loop MHV form factors of the operators Tk for general k have been derived in [10],
where it was found that they can be expressed as sums of infrared divergent and finite
contributions. Taking k = 3 as an example,4 we have
FMHV(1)T3,n =F
MHV(0)
T3,n
n∑
i=1
(−si i+1)−
2
+ FMHV(0)T2,n
∑
a,b
fT3(a+ 1, . . . , b− 1, b, a)Fin2me(pa, pb, P,Q) ,
(2.9)
where sij := (pi + pj)
2. Here Fin2me(pa, pb, P,Q) is the finite part of the two-mass easy
box function with massless corners with momenta pa and pb, and massive corners with
momenta P and Q. The coefficients fT3 are given by
fT3(a+ 1, . . . , b− 1, b, a) =
b−1∑
i≤j=a+1
(2− δij)〈a i〉 〈j b〉〈b a〉 η−,i · η−,j . (2.10)
The result (2.9) can also be graphically represented as
(2.11)
4MHV form factors of general operators Tk can be found in eq. (6.19) of [10].
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Our two-loop calculation will focus on minimal form factors, FTk,k, where the number of
external legs is identical to that of fields in the operators. At one loop, the minimal form
factors are given simply by a sum of infrared-divergent terms:
F (1)Tk,k = −F
(0)
Tk,k
k∑
i=1
si i+1I
1m
3 (pi, pi+1; pi + pi+1) = F (0)Tk,k
k∑
i=1
(−si i+1)−
2
, (2.12)
where I1m3 is the one-mass triangle integral indicated in the first line of (2.11).
In the following we will be dealing only with form factors of the half-BPS operators
Tk and Ok, and we find it convenient to introduce a more concise notation,
Fk,n ↔ FTk,n Super form factor of Tk ,
Fk,n ↔ FOk,n Form factor of Tr
[
(φ12)
k
]
.
Notice that in order to have a non-vanishing Fk,k, all external states must be equal to φ12.
2.4 Colour decomposition and planarity
In this section we briefly consider the colour decomposition of form factors and its impli-
cations for the calculation of two-loop form factors of Tk.
Following the same procedure as for scattering amplitudes, a planar n-point form factor
of a certain single-trace operator O can be expressed as
F a1···anO,n =
∑
σ∈Sn/Zn
Tr(T aσ(1)T aσ(2) · · ·T aσ(n))FO,n(σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(n); q, γ+) , (2.13)
where T a are fundamental generators of SU(N), and the FO,n are colour-ordered
form factors.
An important remark is in order here. For the case of T2, the minimal (i.e. two-point)
form factor has the colour factor Tr(T aT b), which is simply δab. As noticed in [5], this
simple fact has striking consequences for the two-loop calculations. Consider for instance
a two-particle cut of the form∫
dLIPS(`1, `2; p1 + p2) F (0)2,2 (`1, `2; q, γ+)×A(1)4 (−`1,−`2, 1, 2) . (2.14)
The colour factor δa`1a`2 arising from the form factor can contract with a double-trace term
from the complete one-loop amplitude A(1)4 , generating extra powers of N . Hence, these
double-trace terms, which are normally subleading in colour, are lifted to leading order
in N . As a consequence, one has to keep double-trace contributions from A(1)4 . This is
the reason why planar two-loop form factors of T2 receive contributions from non-planar
integral topologies [1]. In [5] it was shown that this also applies to non-minimal form
factors of T2.
Remarkably, this is not the case for k > 2 at two loops. This is because now one can
only have three- or higher-point form factors entering the cuts, which are never dressed
with δab colour factors. This situation is very similar to the case of planar scattering
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Figure 1. Two-particle cuts of F
(2)
3,3 in the kinematic channel s23 = (p2 + p3)
2. There are two
possible factorisations: F (1)×A(0) (left) or F (0)×A(1) (right). Cyclic permutations of the legs 123
generate the remaining two-particle cuts.
amplitudes, where only planar integrals contribute. We will make use of this fact in the
two-loop calculation of Fk,k in the following sections.
Note that form factors are still intrinsically non-planar quantities, because the oper-
ators are colour singlets. In particular, we have checked that non-planar integrals will
appear at three loops in the expression of the form factors of Tk with k > 2. Finally, we
note that even for one- and two-loop form factors, where only planar integrals contribute,
one cannot define a unique set of region momenta for all integrals contributing to a certain
form factor.
3 Minimal form factor of T3 at two loops
3.1 Unitarity cuts
In this section we calculate the two-loop form factor F
(2)
3,3 using generalised unitarity. In
particular we show that two-particle cuts combined with two different types of three-particle
cuts are sufficient to fix the result uniquely and express it as a linear combination of planar
two-loop master integrals.
We start by considering the two-particle cuts.
At two-loop level there are two such cuts as shown in figure 1. First, we consider
the cut on the left-hand side of figure 1, where a one-loop form factor is merged with a
tree-level four-point amplitude. The cut integrand is given by
C(1)s23 =
∫
dLIPS(`1, `2;P )F
(1)
3,3 (1, `1, `2; q)A
(0)
4 (−`2,−`1, 2, 3) , (3.1)
where P = p2 + p3 and, making the helicities explicit,
A
(0)
4 (−`φ342 ,−`φ341 , 2φ12 , 3φ12) =
〈`2 `1〉 〈23〉
〈3 `2〉 〈`1 2〉 =
s23
2(`1 · p2) , (3.2)
F
(1)
3,3 (1
φ12 , `φ121 , `
φ12
2 ; q) = s23 I
1m
3 (`1, `2; p2 + p3) + (q − `2)2 I1m3 (p1, `1; q − `2)
+(q − `1)2 I1m3 (`2, p1; q − `1) . (3.3)
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Here I1m3 (a, b; c) is a one-mass triangle integral,
From (3.2), it is clear that the effect of A
(0)
4 (−`φ342 ,−`φ341 , 2φ12 , 3φ12) is simply to attach the
following three-propagator object with numerator s23 to the one-loop form factor:
(3.4)
By attaching the structure in (3.4) to all the triangles appearing in the one-loop form
factor (3.3), we find that the cut integrand C(1)s23 is given by the following sum,
.
(3.5)
The straight dashed lines in the integrals above indicate that the momenta `1 and `2 are
cut. We now introduce a more concise notation for numerators which will be used in the
following. To indicate a factor of sij in the numerator of an integral, we draw a curved
dashed line passing through two propagators whose momenta sum to pi + pj . In this
notation, (3.5) can be represented as
. (3.6)
Note that at this stage we have also uplifted the cut integrals to full Feynman integrals by
replacing the cut legs by propagators. We stress that this procedure induces ambiguities
in the numerators, since on the cut `21 = `
2
2 = 0, and hence we cannot distinguish s1 `1 from
2 p1 · `1 or s1 `2 from 2 p1 · `2. Such ambiguities will be eliminated later using triple cuts.
The second two-particle cut, depicted on the right-hand side of figure 1, is given by
C(2)s23 =
∫
dLIPS(`1, `2;P )F
(0)
3,3 (1, `1, `2; q)A
(1)
4 (−`2,−`1, 2, 3) , (3.7)
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Figure 2. A possible three-particle cut of F (2)3,3 .
where
F
(0)
3,3 (1
φ12 , `φ121 , `
φ12
2 ; q) = 1 , (3.8)
A
(1)
4 (−`φ342 ,−`φ341 , 2φ12 , 3φ12) =
s23
2 (`1 · p2)
[
s23 (p2 − `1)2 I0m4 (−`2,−`1, 2, 3)
]
, (3.9)
where I0m4 stands for the zero-mass scalar box integral,
(3.10)
Uplifting C(2)s23 to a full Feynman integral we obtain the contribution depicted in (3.11),
, (3.11)
which was already detected in the first two-particle cut. Therefore (3.6) alone comprises
the full result for this cut.
We now move on to investigate three-particle cuts. The first case we want to consider
is shown in figure 2. This three-particle cut is given by
C(3)s12 =
∫
dLIPS(`1, `2, `3;P )
∫
d12η F (0)3,4 (3, `3, `2, `1; q, γ+)A(0)5 (1, 2,−`1,−`2,−`3) ,
(3.12)
where P = p1 + p2 and d
12η = d4η`1d
4η`2d
4η`3 . Importantly, in order to perform the sum
over internal helicities efficiently we use the supersymmetric formalism for form factors
developed in [6], and adapted in [10] to the case of the operators Tk. At the end of the
calculation we will select all external particles to be φ12.
There are two distinct choices for the form factor and amplitude participating in the
cut, namely
FNMHV3,4 ×AMHV5 and FMHV3,4 ×AMHV5 . (3.13)
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We consider first the case FNMHV ×AMHV. The tree-level expressions entering (3.12) are
given by (omitting a trivial delta function of momentum conservation)
FNMHV3,4 = δ(4)
(
γ+ −
∑
i
λiη+,i
)
δ(4)
(∑
i
λiη−,i
)
×
[
δ(4)
(
[`3 `2]η3 + [`2 3]η`3 + [3 `3]η`2
)
(η−,1)2
[`3 `2][`2 3][3 `3](s3`3`2)
2
− (`1 ↔ `3)
]
,
(3.14)
AMHV5 =
δ(8)
(
λ1η1 + λ2η2 − λ`1η`1 − λ`2η`2 − λ`3η`3
)
〈12〉 〈2 `1〉 〈`1 `2〉 〈`2 `3〉 〈`3 1〉 , (3.15)
where the NMHV form factor of T3 is given in eq. (4.8) from [10]. After performing the
integrations over the internal η`i ’s, we arrive at the result
C(3)s12
∣∣∣
A
= F (0)3,3
〈12〉
〈2 `1〉 〈`1 `2〉 〈`2 `3〉 〈`3 1〉
(
[3|q|`1〉2
[`3 `2][`2 3][3 `3]
− (`1 ↔ `3)
)
. (3.16)
The second case is FMHV ×AMHV. The expressions entering (3.12) can be written as
FMHV3,4 =
1
〈3 `3〉 〈`3 `2〉 〈`2 `1〉 〈`1 3〉
[
(η3,−)2
〈3 `3〉 〈`1 3〉
〈`3 `1〉 − (η`2,−)
2 〈`2 `3〉 〈`1 `2〉
〈`3 `1〉
]
, (3.17)
AMHV5 =
1
[2 `1][`1 `2][`2 `3][`3 1][12]9
3∏
i=1
δ(4)
(
[12] η`i + [2 `i] η1 + [`i 1] η2
)
. (3.18)
After summing over internal helicities, we get
C(3)s12
∣∣∣
B
= F (0)3,3
(s12)
2[12]
〈3 `3〉 〈`3 `2〉 〈`2 `1〉 〈`1 3〉 [2 `1][`1 `2][`2 `3][`3 1]
×
(〈3 `3〉 〈`1 3〉
〈`3 `1〉 −
[`2|q|3〉2
(s12)2
〈`2 `3〉 〈`1 `2〉
〈`3 `1〉
)
.
(3.19)
Summarising, the total result for the cut (3.12) is the sum of (3.16) and (3.19),
C(3)s12 = C(3)s12
∣∣∣
A
+ C(3)s12
∣∣∣
B
. (3.20)
Taking the purely scalar component of this cut amounts simply to performing the replace-
ment F (0)3,3 → 1.
The next cut we wish to consider is shown in figure 3, and is given by
C(4)s123 =
∫
dLIPS(`1, `2, `3;−q)
∫
d12ηF (0)3,3 (−`1,−`2,−`3; q)ANMHV(0)6 (1, 2, 3, `1, `2, `3) .
(3.21)
Selecting the external particles to be all scalars φ12, we see that the only non-vanishing
form factor contributing to the cut is F
(0)
3,3 (−`φ121 ,−`φ122 ,−`φ123 ; q) = 1 (again omitting a
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Figure 3. A second possible three-particle cut of F (2)3,3 .
momentum conservation delta function). This is the only internal helicity assignment we
need to consider, thus the single amplitude appearing on the right-hand side of the cut is
the following six-scalar NMHV amplitude,
ANMHV6 (1
φ12 , 2φ12 , 3φ12 , `φ341 , `
φ34
2 , `
φ34
3 ) =
〈`2 `3〉 [23]〈1|`2 + `3|`1]
〈`3 1〉 [3 `1]〈`2|`3 + 1|2]s1`2`3
+
〈`1 `2〉 [12]〈3|`1 + `2|`3]
〈3 `1〉 [`3 1]〈`2|`1 + 3|2]s3`1`2
.
(3.22)
Hence the result of this triple cut is simply given by
C(4)s123 =
∫
dLIPS(`1, `2, `3;−q)ANMHV6 (1φ12 , 2φ12 , 3φ12 , `φ341 , `φ342 , `φ343 ) . (3.23)
3.2 Two-loop result
The two-particle cuts employed earlier show that the full two-loop result contains the
combination of integrals (3.6). As discussed earlier, this set of cuts does not uniquely
determine the numerators of these integrals, and furthermore does not probe the presence
of any integral function which only has three-particle cuts.
Using the result of the three-particle cuts (3.20) and (3.23), we can fix all such am-
biguities. In particular, we have identified two additional integral topologies without two-
particle cuts contributing to the final result. The unique function with the correct two-
and three-particle cuts turns out to be
F (2)3,3 =
3∑
i=1
[
I1(i) + I2(i) + I3(i) + I4(i)− I5(i)
]
, (3.24)
where the integrals Ik are given by
. (3.25)
Explicit expressions for most integrals that appear in (3.25) can be found in [14]. The ones
that cannot be found there are I1 and I2, which have the same topology. As an example
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we focus on I2, i.e. the second integral in (3.25), and employ the FIRE algorithm [32] in
order to decompose it in terms of scalar two-loop master integrals, with the result
(3.26)
The dashed line in the integral on the left-hand side of (3.26) represents the numerator
s1`2 (for simplicity, we divided the whole expression by s23 when compared to I2(1)).
A few comments are in order here.
1. The first integral on the right-hand side of (3.26) can naturally be combined with
I5(1) in (3.24). This is important as it ensures that the contribution to the final
answer from this topology is a linear combination of multiple polylogarithms with
purely numerical, i.e. momentum-independent coefficients. The explicit expressions of
the first and second integrals in terms of two-dimensional Goncharov polylogarithms
can be found in [14], eqs. (4.32)–(4.37) and eqs. (4.26)–(4.31), respectively. Also note
that the -dependent prefactor of the second integral ensures that the expanded result
has homogenous degree of transcendentality. Finally, the third integral in (3.26)
multiplied with its -dependent coefficient turns out be −(1/2) I4(2) which follows
from eq. (5.15) of [13] which also has homogenous degree of transcendentality.
2. Once the reduction (3.26) is substituted into (3.24) the final result is expressed as a
linear combination of transcendental functions with numerical coefficients. We refrain
from writing explicitly the result at this stage because of its considerable length.
Instead in the next section we will identify its universal infrared divergences and
construct the finite remainder function. This remainder is a transcendental function
of degree four and, as we will show, can be brought to an extremely compact form
that involves only classical polylogarithms.
3. As noted in [9], the elements of the integral basis (3.25) can be obtained from dual
conformal integrals upon taking certain external region momenta to infinity. Consider
for instance the simpler one-loop form factor, which may be obtained by taking one
of the region momenta xi of a box integral to infinity, as shown in (3.27),
x5
x3
x4
x1
x2
x3 x1
x4→∞
x5
x2
. (3.27)
In this example, as x4 → ∞, the propagator marked in red is cancelled by the nu-
merator of the integral, and the box reduces to a triangle. If the external legs were
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all massive, the above two integrals would be identical due to dual conformal symme-
try [33]. However, when there are massless legs as in the present case, both integrals
are infrared divergent, and the symmetry is broken. Even though the symmetry is
generally broken, interestingly, one could still use this “pseudo” dual conformal sym-
metry to fix unambiguously the numerators in each of the elements of the integral
basis (3.25). In what follows we show how this basis emerges from “pseudo” dual
conformal double-box and penta-box integrals,
x
x
x x
x→∞ x→∞ x→∞ x→∞ . (3.28)
However, beyond two loops we find that not all integrals can be obtained by using this
procedure. Furthermore, non-planar integrals (which do not transform covariantly
under the symmetry even at the integrand level) start to appear at three loops.
4. We observe a disagreement between our result (3.24) and the result for the same
quantity as computed in eq. (4.44) of [9]. Specifically, in our derivation the integral
G3 of [9] is missing. Our cut analysis did not detect such an integral topology and we
also argue that it is in fact not allowed for form factors in N = 4 SYM, as it contains
a triangle sub-integral which is not connected to the off-shell leg q, thus violating the
no-triangle property of N = 4 SYM, see also [3].
4 The three-point remainder function
In this section we construct a finite remainder function associated to the two-loop form
factor of the operators T3, similarly to what was done in [5] for the form factor of the
stress-tensor multiplet operator T2. The result expressed in terms of the explicit form of
the integral functions is very complicated, and in order to simplify it we determine its
symbol. From this we will finally derive a very compact form of the three-point remainder
containing only classical polylogarithms.
4.1 Defining a form factor remainder
We begin by defining the remainder function. Its expression is given by5
R(2)k,k := G(2)k,k() −
1
2
(G(1)k,k())2 − f (2)() G(1)k,k(2)− C(2) +O() , (4.1)
5In our conventions the ’t Hooft coupling is defined as a = g2N/(eγ(4pi)2−).
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where G(L)k,k is the helicity-independent form factor L-loop ratio function, defined in the
same fashion as for MHV amplitudes,
G(L)k,k :=
FMHV(L)k,k
FMHV(0)k,k
, (4.2)
and f (2)() := f
(2)
0 + f
(2)
1 + f
(2)
2 
2.
Using (3.24) for FMHV(2)3,3 , we find that the 1/4 and 1/3 poles cancel between the
first two terms of (4.1). Next we require that the remainder is finite, and hence that the
remaining 1/2 and 1/ poles vanish. This fixes two coefficients in the -expansion of f (2),
f
(2)
0 = −2ζ2 , f (2)1 = −2ζ3 . (4.3)
We note that these results for f
(2)
0 and f
(2)
1 agree with the corresponding quantities found in
the case of the remainder function of the stress-tensor multiplet operator computed in [5].6
At this stage, however, we cannot make any prediction for f
(2)
2 and C
(2). In the following
we will set f
(2)
2 = −2ζ4 and C(2) = 0 so that
f (2) = −2ζ2 − 2ζ3− 2ζ42 . (4.4)
In this way f (2) matches a closely related quantity appearing in the definition of finite
remainders of MHV amplitudes in N = 4 SYM [23, 24] and form factors with k = 2 [5].
In order to fix f
(2)
2 and C
(2) individually we would have to calculate also FMHV(2)3,4 and
impose that in a collinear limit, where two adjacent momenta pi, pi+1 become parallel,
the four-point remainder morphs smoothly into the three-point remainder, R(2)3,4 → R(2)3,3,
without any additional constant. We briefly note here that collinear (and soft) limits
of minimal form factors exhibit novel subtleties compared to amplitudes, and we defer a
detailed discussion to section 6.
Finally, we notice that the n-point remainder function depends on 3n−7 simple ratios
of Mandelstam variables. For n = 3, we will choose the following variables:
u =
s12
q2
, v =
s23
q2
, w =
s31
q2
, u+ v + w = 1 . (4.5)
4.2 The three-point remainder: from symbols to simple functions
In the previous two sections we derived the three-point, two-loop form factor and defined its
corresponding remainder function. Using the results for the integral functions given in [13,
14] we find that the remainder is a complicated sum of functions of homogeneous degree of
transcendentality equal to four which include Goncharov polylogarithms. The expression
is rather lengthy and we refrain from presenting it here. However, past experience [16]
suggests that one can do much better by studying the symbol of the function. Indeed,
this is the strategy we will follow, and at the end we will be able to present a greatly
simplified result.
6We observe a disagreement between our result f
(2)
1 = −2ζ3 and the computation of [9], where the result
f˜
(2)
1 = −14 ζ3 was found.
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We find that the symbol of the remainder function is given by the following, strikingly
simple expression:
S(2)3,3 (u, v, w) = u⊗ v ⊗
[
u
w
⊗S v
w
]
+
1
2
u⊗ u
(1− u)3 ⊗
v
w
⊗ v
w
+ perms (u, v, w) , (4.6)
where ⊗S in the expression above stands for the symmetrised tensor product
x⊗S y := x⊗ y + y ⊗ x . (4.7)
Before reconstructing the remainder from its symbol (4.6), we wish to describe a few
general properties of this remainder and compare them with the properties of symbols of
other known remainders of amplitudes and form factors.
1. All entries are taken from the list {u, v, w, 1 − u, 1 − v, 1 − w}. This is the same
list found for the three-point, two-loop form factor remainder of Tr(φ2) [5] and as
such does not include the square-root arguments yu, yv, yw present in the case of the
two-loop and three-loop, six-point amplitudes in N = 4 SYM [16, 19, 34].
2. The first entries of the symbol describe the locations of discontinuities of the remain-
der and from unitarity we know that cuts should originate at P 2J = 0 or P
2
J = ∞,
where P 2J are appropriate kinematic invariants — in our case s12, s23, s31 and q
2.
Hence, the first entry condition [35] implies in our case that the first entries must be
taken from the list {u, v, w}, which is obviously the case for (4.6).
3. In the literature on amplitudes various other conditions on e.g. the second and final
entries were put forward. However the symbol (4.6) does not follow the pattern
observed for two-loop amplitudes or two-loop form factors of Tr(φ2). For the second
entries we observe that if the first entry is u then the second entry is taken from the list
{u, v, w, 1− u}, while the last entry is always an element of the list {u/v, v/w,w/u}.
We note that the same entry conditions are true for the building blocks of the k-
point, two-loop form factors of Tr(φk), which we will discuss in the next sections.
A possible reason why these entry conditions deviate from those of amplitudes and
form factors of Tr(φ2) is related to the fact that the form factors we study here have
unconventional factorisation properties in collinear and soft limits, as discussed in
section 6.
We now move on to reconstructing the remainder from its symbol (4.6). In our case the
original expression of the remainder contains many Goncharov polylogarithms, as well as
classical (poly)logarithms. However, there is a sharp criterion proposed by Goncharov [16,
36] that allows us to test if a function of transcendentality four can be re-written in terms
of classical polylogarithms Lik with k ≤ 4 only. This criterion is expressed at the level of
the symbol as
Sabcd − Sbacd − Sabdc + Sbadc − (a↔ c , b↔ d) = 0 . (4.8)
This condition can be rephrased as [25]
δ(S)
∣∣∣
Λ2B2
= 0 , (4.9)
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Function A⊗A S⊗A A⊗ S S⊗ S
Li4(z1) × × X X
Li3(z1) log(z2) × × X X
Li2(z1) Li2(z2) X X X X
Li2(z1) log(z2) log(z3) × X X X
log(z1) log(z2) log(z3) log(z4) × × × X
Table 1. Symmetry properties of the symbol of transcendentality four functions.
where the Λ2B2 component of a symbol (coproduct) is defined as [25]
7
δ(a⊗ b⊗ c⊗ d)
∣∣∣
Λ2B2
:= (a ∧ b) ∧ (c ∧ d) , (4.10)
and ∧ stands for the anti-symmetrised tensor product
x ∧ y := x⊗ y − y ⊗ x . (4.11)
Interestingly, our symbol S(2)3,3 (u, v, w) (4.6) satisfies the constraint (4.8), or equiva-
lently (4.9).
A strategy to accomplish this goal was outlined in [16] and starts by investigating the
symmetry properties of the symbol under pairwise (anti)symmetrisation of the entries. In
this fashion one can decompose the symbol into four terms,
S(2)3,3 (u, v, w) = A⊗A + S⊗A + A⊗ S + S⊗ S , (4.12)
where e.g. S⊗ A means symmetrisation of the first two entries and antisymmetrisation of
the last two entries. Next one scans the symmetry properties of the functions that may
appear in the answer, as shown in table 1 (taken from [16]).
Remarkably, we find that our symbol (4.6) satisfies even more stringent constraints
than (4.8), namely its A ⊗ A and S ⊗ A components both vanish. Inspecting table 1, we
see that Li2 functions are absent and only the following functions{
Li4(z1), Li3(z1) log(z2), log(z1) log(z2) log(z3) log(z4)
}
(4.13)
can appear in the answer. Goncharov’s theorem does not predict what the possible argu-
ments of these functions should be. We find that with the following list of arguments{
u, v, w, 1− u, 1− v, 1− w,−u
v
,− u
w
,−v
u
,− v
w
,−w
u
,−w
v
,−uv
w
,−uw
v
,−vw
u
}
, (4.14)
we can construct an ansatz for the result which reproduces the symbol of the remain-
der (4.6).
7To be more precise we should note that Λ2B2 is defined in [25] as a particular component of the
coproduct δ of a function, but in this paper we will work always at the level of the symbol of the function.
The same comment applies to the B3 ⊗ C component of the coproduct introduced later.
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Following this procedure we find that the result for the integrated symbol is a remark-
ably compact two-line function:
S(2) Int3,3 =
3
4
Li4
(
− uv
w
)
− 3
2
Li4(u)− 3
2
log(w)Li3
(
− u
v
)
+
log2(u)
32
[
log2(u) + 2 log2(v)− 4 log(v) log(w)
]
+ perms (u, v, w) .
(4.15)
The appearance of the combination of Li4 functions in (4.15) with their particular argu-
ments can in fact be inferred by analysing the B3 ⊗ C component of the coproduct δ [25].
At the level of the symbol, this component projects out terms which can be written as
symbols of products of functions of lower transcendentality. It is defined as
δ(a⊗ b⊗ c⊗ d)
∣∣∣
B3⊗C
:= ((a ∧ b)⊗ c− (b ∧ c)⊗ a)⊗ d− ((b ∧ c)⊗ d− (c ∧ d)⊗ b)⊗ a ,
(4.16)
which is identical to the definition of the projection operator ρ introduced in [37]. For our
three-point remainder, which consists only of classical polylogarithms, this implies that we
project on the Li4 part of the remainder. We find that
δ(S(2)3,3 (u, v, w))
∣∣∣
B3⊗C
= −3
2
{u}3 ⊗ u+ 3
4
{
−uv
w
}
3
⊗ uv
w
, (4.17)
where we have introduced the shorthand notation:
{x}k := {x}2 ⊗k−2 x , with {x}2 := −(1− x) ∧ x . (4.18)
Noting that
δ(Li4(x))
∣∣∣
B3⊗C
= {x}4 = {x}3 ⊗ x , (4.19)
we immediately infer from (4.17) that the remainderR(2)3,3 is given by −32Li4(u)+ 34Li4(−uvw ),
modulo products of lower transcendentality functions.
The function (4.15) is not yet the full remainder because the symbol is blind to tran-
scendentality four functions containing powers of pi or ζi. In order to fix these ambigu-
ities, we subtract (4.15) from the full remainder function and inspect what is left over.
These so-called “beyond the symbol” terms are a linear combination of terms of the form
pi2 log x log y, pi2 Li2(x), ζ3 log x and ζ4 and their coefficients can be determined numeri-
cally. In performing the numerical comparison with the original remainder we have used
the GiNaC software [38]. We find the following result for the beyond the symbol terms:
R(2)bts3,3 =
ζ2
8
log(u)
[
5 log(u)− 2 log(v)
]
+
ζ3
2
log(u) +
7
16
ζ4 + perms (u, v, w) . (4.20)
Summarising, the final result for the remainder functionR(2)3,3 is the sum of (4.15) and (4.20),
R(2)3,3 := −
3
2
Li4(u) +
3
4
Li4
(
−uv
w
)
− 3
2
log(w) Li3
(
−u
v
)
+
1
16
log2(u) log2(v)
+
log2(u)
32
[
log2(u)− 4 log(v) log(w)
]
+
ζ2
8
log(u)[5 log(u)− 2 log(v)]
+
ζ3
2
log(u) +
7
16
ζ4 + perms (u, v, w) .
(4.21)
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Figure 4. Plot of the remainder function R(2)3,3(u, v, 1− u− v), where u and v live in a triangular
region bounded by u = 0.01, v = 0.01 and u + v = 0.99. As we approach the edges, for instance
u = 0, the remainder diverges as log2 u, as explained in the text.
We plot the remainder function R(2)3,3(u, v, 1− u− v) in figure 4.
One important feature which stands out is that the remainder blows up at the bound-
aries of the Euclidean kinematic region u = 0, v = 0 and u+v = 1. We need to distinguish
here two types of limits:
1. The situation where we approach a generic point on one of the three edges corresponds
to a collinear limit. For instance, taking u → 0 (and v + w → 1) is equivalent to
the collinear limit p1 || p2. In this situation the remainder diverges as log2(u). The
derivation of this result can be found in section 6.
2. The case where we approach one of the corners, for instance u = w = 0, corresponds
to the soft limit p1 → 0. As will be discussed in section 6, this soft limit can be
parametrised as u = x δ, v = 1 − δ, w = y δ with x + y = 1 and δ → 0 and the
remainder diverges as (1/4) log4(δ), explaining the spikes in figure 4 in the positive
vertical direction.
This behaviour might appear unexpected for remainder functions, which usually have
smooth collinear and soft limits. However one has to appreciate that here we are consid-
ering a special form factor, with the minimal number of external legs. Hence we cannot
extrapolate the usual intuition about factorisation since there is no form factor with fewer
legs this minimal form factor could factorise on, as we discuss in more detail in section 6.
5 The two-loop remainder function for all k > 3
Having obtained and described in detail the three-point remainder R(2)3,3 of the form factor
of the operator Tr[(φ++)3] at two loops, we now move on to study the k-point form factors
F (2)k,k of Tr[(φ++)k] for arbitrary k > 3.
5.1 The k-point minimal form factors from cuts
The study of the cuts of these form factors proceeds in an almost identical way compared
to the k = 3 case, with one important exception, namely the appearance of a new integral
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Figure 5. Triple cuts employed in the derivation of F (2)k,k.
function which is the product of two one-loop triangle functions. Specifically, our result
for the minimal form factor of Tr[(φ++)k] for k > 3 at two loops is given by the following
simple extension of that of k = 3,
F (2)k,k =
n∑
i=1
[
I1(i) + I2(i) + I3(i) + I4(i)− I5(i) + 1
2
i−2∑
j=i+2
I6(i, j)
]
, (5.1)
where the integral basis is the same as (3.25) augmented by one new integral, namely I6:
. (5.2)
The factor of 1/2 in front of I6 is present in order to remove double counting.
8
Next, we comment that the appearance of the extra integral function I6 can be inferred
easily from two-particle cuts, specifically by attaching (3.4) (with 2 and 3 replaced by i
and i+ 1) to the following one-loop triangle integral,
q
`1 `2
j j+1
(5.3)
Clearly, (5.3) is present only when k > 3. With this additional term, (5.2) has all the
correct two-particle cuts.
Let us now discuss how the following triple cuts might get altered when compared
to the k = 3 case studied earlier. To begin with, we note that I6 does not contribute to
any triple cut. Since the remaining integrals in (5.2) are identical to those contributing
8A similar but not identical result for the same quantities was presented in [9]. As in the three-point
case discussed earlier, our result differs from theirs by the absence of the function G3 appearing in eq. (4.44)
of [9].
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to F (2)3,3 , we only need to confirm that the results of the above triple cuts are the same as
those of F (2)3,3 .
This agreement is immediate for the diagram on the right-hand side of figure 5 since
the form factor appearing there is simply 1. For the diagram on the left-hand side, a simple
way to show this is to note that the tree-level form factors which enter the cut are actually
identical for k = 3 and for k > 3. They are (k + 1)-point NMHV form factors with one
negative-helicity gluon, g−, or two fermions, ψ¯, which indeed take the same form for any
k, namely
FNMHVk,k+1 (φ1, . . . , φi−1, g
−
i , φi+1, . . . , φk+1) =
[i−1 i+1]
[i−1 i][i i+1] ,
FNMHVk,k+1 (φ1, . . . , φi−1, ψ¯i, ψ¯i+1, φi+2, . . . , φk+1) =
1
[i i+1]
, (5.4)
FNMHVk,k+1 (φ1, . . . , ψ¯i−1, φi, ψ¯i+1, φi+2, . . . , φk+1) = 0 .
The above results (5.4) can be obtained simply by taking the conjugate of the (k+1)-point
MHV form factors of Tr(φk).
In conclusion, compared to the case k = 3, the only difference in the result is that now
we need to include the double-triangle integrals I6(i, j).
5.2 The symbol of the k-point remainder
In this section we construct the two-loop remainder function and its symbol for the case
of general k. The remainder is defined in (4.1), where now k = n > 3. The ingredients of
this formula are the one-loop minimal form factor defined in (2.12), and the two-loop form
factor derived earlier in this section. A few comments are in order.
1. We find that the cancellation of the infrared poles in  proceeds exactly as in the
three-point case, and as a result the remainder function is defined with the same
universal function f (2)() defined in (4.4).
2. As noticed earlier, the two-loop form factor contains an extra integral topology I6
if n= k > 3. This topology is exactly cancelled by the cross terms coming from the
square of the one-loop form factor appearing in the definition of the remainder. There
is an important consequence of this cancellation, namely all the remaining integral
topologies contributing to the remainder depend only on either triplets of adjacent
momenta pi, pi+1 and pi+2 (I1, I2, and I5) or pairs of adjacent momenta (I3 and
I4). As a result the remainder function can be written as a cyclic sum over universal
sub-remainders which depend on three momenta,
R(2)k,k =
k∑
i=1
r(2)(ui, vi, wi) , (5.5)
as we will show in detail below. Here the parameters ui, vi, wi are generalisations of
the u, v, w ratios of the k = 3 case, and are defined as
ui =
ui i+1
ui i+1 i+2
, vi =
ui+1 i+2
ui i+1 i+2
, wi =
ui+2 i
ui i+1 i+2
, (5.6)
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with
ui i+1 i+2 := ui i+1 + ui+1 i+2 + ui+2 i . (5.7)
Note that we have defined uij := sij/q
2, and ui+vi+wi = 1. For notational simplicity
we will in the following replace r(2)(ui, vi, wi) by r
(2)
i . We should stress at this point
that these are the basic building blocks of R(2)k,k and do not depend on the value of k.
Using the explicit expressions of the integral functions I1, . . . , I6 we have computed the
remainder function in terms of multiple polylogarithms. As in the three-point case, this
expression is quite lengthy and we will only present it after simplifying it using its symbol.
Again it turns out that the symbol is extremely simple. As anticipated above, it is
written as a sum of building blocks which depend on ui, vi and wi:
S(2)k,k =
k∑
i=1
s(2)(ui, vi, wi) :=
k∑
i=1
s
(2)
i , (5.8)
where
s
(2)
i = ui ⊗ (1− ui)⊗
[
ui − 1
ui
⊗ vi
wi
+
vi
wi
⊗ w
2
i
uivi
]
+ ui ⊗ ui ⊗ 1− ui
vi
⊗ wi
vi
+ ui ⊗ vi ⊗
[
vi
wi
⊗S ui
wi
]
+ (ui ↔ vi) . (5.9)
As was done earlier for the k = 3 case, it is useful to study the coproduct of the remainder
function. A key difference is that, unlike the case of the form factor of T3, the symbol
s
(2)
i does not obey Goncharov’s condition (4.8). Instead we find that the corresponding
component of the coproduct is
δ(s
(2)
i )
∣∣∣
Λ2B2
=
{
−wi
vi
}
2
∧ {ui}2 + (ui ↔ vi) . (5.10)
We also quote its B3 ⊗ C component, given by
δ(s
(2)
i )
∣∣∣
B3⊗C
= {1− ui}3 ⊗ wi
vi
+ {ui}3 ⊗ ui
wi
+
{
− wi
uivi
}
3
⊗ wi
ui
+
{
−wi
vi
}
3
⊗ vi
uiw2i
−
{
vi
1− ui
}
3
⊗ ui + (ui ↔ vi) . (5.11)
Because of the non-vanishing of the Λ2B2 component (5.10), s
(2)
i cannot be integrated
to purely classical polylogarithms. However, it is not difficult to recognise what multiple
polylogarithms can give rise to (5.10). For instance Li1,3
(
ui,− wiuivi
)
+ (ui ↔ vi), or the
cluster algebra inspired function L2,2
(
ui,−wivi
)
+ (ui ↔ vi) defined in [25] can do the job.
In the present case, it turns out to be more convenient to consider the following com-
bination of Goncharov polylogarithms, as we will explain momentarily,9
r
(2)
nc,i := −G ({1− ui, 1− ui, 1, 0} , vi) − (ui ↔ vi) , (5.12)
9These Goncharov polylogarithms already appear in the explicit expressions of the integrals I1(i) and
I2(i) belonging to the basis (5.2).
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where the symbol of Gv := G ({1− u, 1− u, 1, 0} , v) is given by
S[Gv] =v ⊗ w ⊗
[
w ⊗S u− u⊗ u
]
+ v ⊗ (1− v)⊗ u
w
⊗ u
w
− v ⊗ (1− u)⊗ (1− u)⊗ u
+
w
v(1− u) ⊗ (1− u)⊗ u⊗
w
u
+
v(1− u)
w
⊗
[
(1− u)⊗S 1− u
w
]
⊗ u .
(5.13)
As for the functions Li1,3 and L2,2 mentioned previously, the Λ
2B2 component of the co-
product of S[r(2)nc,i] is equal to (5.10). Hence we can decompose the symbol of the remainder
s
(2)
i into a non-classical and a classical contribution:
s
(2)
i = s
(2)
nc,i + s
(2)
cl,i , (5.14)
where s
(2)
nc,i is the symbol of r
(2)
nc,i. Hence s
(2)
cl,i has now a vanishing Λ
2B2 component, or
equivalently satisfies Goncharov’s condition (4.9), and thus can be rewritten in terms of
classical polylogarithms only.
We now move on to determining the classical part of the remainder. In order to do
so, it is convenient to first examine the B3 ⊗ C component of the non-classical remainder
r
(2)
nc,i. It is given by
δ(s
(2)
nc,i)
∣∣∣
B3⊗C
= {1− ui}3 ⊗ uiwi
(1− ui)2vi + {ui}3 ⊗
ui
wi(1− ui)
+
{
− wi
uivi
}
3
⊗ wi
ui
+
{
−wi
vi
}
3
⊗ vi
uiw2i
−
{
vi
1− ui
}
3
⊗ ui + (ui ↔ vi) .
(5.15)
This is a somewhat complicated expression, however the particular choice of r
(2)
nc,i we made
in (5.12) is such that the B3 ⊗ C component of the coproduct of r(2)cl,i turns out to be very
simple — in fact this was the motivation behind choosing our particular form of r
(2)
nc,i.
Furthermore, r
(2)
nc,i does not develop any singularity in the soft or collinear limits (this is
shown explicitly in section 6.1, see (6.9)). For the B3 ⊗ C component of the classical
remainder r
(2)
cl,i we find on the other hand
δ
(
s
(2)
cl,i
)∣∣∣
B3⊗C
= {1− ui}3 ⊗ (1− ui)
2
ui
+ {ui}3 ⊗ (1− ui) + (ui ↔ vi) . (5.16)
By applying the identity {1− 1/u}3 = −{1− u}3 − {u}3, this expression can be recast as
δ
(
s
(2)
cl,i
)∣∣∣
B3⊗C
= {1−ui}3⊗(1−ui)+{ui}3⊗ui−
{
1− 1
ui
}
3
⊗
(
1− 1
ui
)
+(ui ↔ vi) . (5.17)
From the above result, we see immediately that the classical part of the remainder r
(2)
cl,i is
given by Li4(1− ui) + Li4(ui)− Li4(1− 1/ui) + (ui ↔ vi) modulo products of functions of
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lower degree of transcendentality, which can be fixed by following the same strategy as in
the k = 3 case. Doing so, we find that the classical part of the remainder is:
r
(2)
cl,i = Li4(1− ui) + Li4(ui)− Li4
(
ui − 1
ui
)
+ log
(
1− ui
wi
)[
Li3
(
ui − 1
ui
)
− Li3 (1− ui)
]
+ log (ui)
[
Li3
(
vi
1− ui
)
+ Li3
(
−wi
vi
)
+ Li3
(
vi − 1
vi
)
− 1
3
log3 (vi)− 1
3
log3 (1− ui)
]
+ Li2
(
ui − 1
ui
)
Li2
(
vi
1− ui
)
− Li2 (ui)
[
log
(
1− ui
wi
)
log (vi) +
1
2
log2
(
1− ui
wi
)]
− 1
24
log4 (ui) +
1
8
log2 (ui) log
2 (vi) +
1
2
log2 (1− ui) log (ui) log
(
wi
vi
)
+
1
2
log (1− ui) log2 (ui) log (vi) + 1
6
log3 (ui) log (wi) + (ui ↔ vi) .
(5.18)
The beyond the symbol terms (obtained in the same way as for R(2)3,3) are
r
(2)
bts,i = ζ2
[
log (ui) log
(
1− vi
vi
)
+
1
2
log2
(
1− ui
wi
)
− 1
2
log2 (ui)
]
− ζ3 log(ui)− ζ4
2
+ (ui ↔ vi) .
(5.19)
Finally, the two-loop remainder function for general k is given by
R(2)k,k =
k∑
i=1
[
r
(2)
nc,i + r
(2)
cl,i + r
(2)
bts,i
]
, (5.20)
where r
(2)
nc,i, r
(2)
cl,i and r
(2)
bts,i, and are defined in (5.12), (5.18) and (5.19), respectively.
We have also compared our result (5.20) to numerical evaluations of the remainder for
several values of k and sets of kinematical data using GiNaC. We have pushed the precision
of our comparison up to 500 digits, finding perfect agreement in all cases.
6 Collinear and soft limits
In this section we wish to discuss some general properties of the form factors under soft
and collinear limits. This discussion is somewhat beyond the main line of the paper, but
will be relevant for future studies of non-minimal form factors.
When discussing collinear or soft limits it is crucial to distinguish the cases of minimal
and non-minimal form factors. In the latter case, the number of external on-shell particles
is larger than the number of fields in the operator, and the factorisation properties are
identical to those of amplitudes. This follows from a slight generalisation of arguments
presented in [5] for form factors of Tr(φ2) with three or more external particles, which
in turn are inspired by the original proof for amplitudes given in [39]. For minimal form
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factors, which are the main focus of this paper, the story is more interesting since they
cannot factorise onto form factors with fewer legs. Hence, the argument of [39] does not
apply and the factorisation properties deviate dramatically from those of amplitudes.
6.1 Minimal form factors
We begin by looking at minimal form factors, and specifically we wish to study the collinear
and soft behaviour of their remainder functions derived in the previous sections.
For non-minimal form factors, one can define a properly normalised n-point remainder
function10 such that, under a collinear limit one has
Rn → Rn−1 . (6.1)
Note that (6.1) is the usual behaviour of remainders of loop amplitudes in N = 4 SYM as
discussed in [23, 40], and confirmed for the case of form factors of Tr (φ2) in [5].
As already mentioned in section 4.2 (see figure 4), this is not possible for the case of a
minimal remainder function. This is caused by the simple fact that tree-level minimal form
factors are 1, and remain 1 under collinear/soft limits. In what follows we will quantify the
failure to obey conventional factorisation. It is worth stressing that this failure only affects
finite terms, while the universality of infrared divergences also extends to the minimal form
factors. This is related to the fact that we were able to define a finite remainder function
for minimal form factors (4.1) in complete analogy with scattering amplitudes in N = 4
SYM and non-minimal form factors of Tr(φ2) in [5].
We begin our study with the simplest remainder function, namely R(2)3,3 given in (4.21).
We consider the collinear limit p1 || p2, which we parameterise as
p1 → zP , p2 → (1− z)P , P 2 = 0 . (6.2)
In terms of the u, v, w variables, this is equivalent to
u→ 0 , v → (1− z) , w → z . (6.3)
In the limit (6.2), an explicit calculation shows that
R(2)3,3(u, v, w)
1‖2−−→
2∑
m=1
logm(u) C3;m(z) , (6.4)
where the coefficients C3;m(z) are given by
C3;2(z) =
1
4
[
log2
(
z
1− z
)
− 2ζ2
]
,
C3;1(z) = −C3;2(z) log [z(1− z)] + 3
2
[
Li3
(
z
z − 1
)
+ Li3
(
z − 1
z
)]
− ζ3 .
(6.5)
10At two-loop level the appropriate normalisation is obtained by introducing the n-independent,
transcendentality-four constant C(2) in the definition (4.1).
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Next, we consider the soft limit p1 → 0, where we have to take z → 0 in addition to u→ 0.
Equivalently, one can parametrise the soft limit as
u = x δ , v = 1− δ , w = (1− x) δ , (6.6)
with δ → 0. In this limit we find
R(2)3,3(u, v, w)
p1→ 0−−→
4∑
m=1
logm(δ) S3;m(x) , (6.7)
where the coefficients S3;m(x) at each order are given by
S3;4(x) =
1
4
,
S3;3(x) =
1
2
log
[
x(1− x)] ,
S3;2(x) = [S3;3(x)]
2 +
1
2
log(1− x) log(x) + ζ2 ,
S3;1(x) = 2
(
S3;3(x)S3;2(x)− [S3;3(x)]3 − ζ3
)
.
(6.8)
Now we turn our attention to the study of R(2)k,k with k > 3, in particular we will analyse
the behaviour of the three-particle building blocks r
(2)
i defined in (5.5). For the collinear
limit p1 || p2 introduced in (6.2), both r(2)i and r(2)k contribute. Here we focus on r(2)1 only,
since r
(2)
k behaves in a similar way.
We begin by observing that r
(2)
nc,i is regular as ui → 0, specifically
lim
ui→0
r
(2)
nc,i = 0−G ({1, 1, 1, 0} , vi)
=− 1
6
log2(1− vi)
[
log(vi) log(1− vi) + 3Li2(vi)
]
− log(1− vi) S1,2(vi) + S1,3(vi) ,
(6.9)
where Sn,p(z) denotes a Nielsen polylogarithm. On the other hand, if we now consider the
limit wi → 0 we observe that this function develops a log2(wi) singularity. This singularity
is required in order to cancel an identical and opposite singularity arising from r
(2)
cl,i + r
(2)
bts,i.
This is expected since wi → 0 corresponds to two non-adjacent legs becoming collinear,
which is not a physical singularity.
Setting in the collinear limit
u1 → 0 , v1 → (1− z) , w1 → z , (6.10)
we obtain
r
(2)
1
1‖2−−→
2∑
m=1
logm(u1)C
1‖2
k;m(z) , (6.11)
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where
C
1‖2
k;2 (z) =
1
2
(
1
2
log2(1− z) + Li2(z)− ζ2
)
,
C
1‖2
k;1 (z) =
1
2
log2(1− z) log(z)− 1
3
log3(1− z) + 2 Li3
(
z
z − 1
)
+ Li3(1− z)− ζ3 .
(6.12)
Finally, we consider the soft limit for r
(2)
1 . Because of the lack of permutation symmetry,
r
(2)
1 behaves differently under the limits p1 → 0 and p2 → 0. In the limit p2 → 0, or
equivalently
u1 = x δ , v1 = (1− x) δ , w1 = 1− δ , (6.13)
with δ → 0, we have
r
(2)
1
p2→ 0−−→
4∑
m=1
logm(δ)Sp2k;m(x) , (6.14)
with
Sp2k;4(x) =
1
4
,
Sp2k;3(x) =
1
2
log
[
x(1− x)] ,
Sp2k;2(x) = 2ζ2 + [S
p2
k;3(x)]
2 +
1
2
log(x) log(1− x) ,
Sp2k;1(x) = S
p2
k;3(x)
[
4ζ2 + log(x) log(1− x)
]
− 2ζ3 .
(6.15)
For p1 → 0, or equivalently
u1 = x δ , v1 = 1− δ , w1 = (1− x) δ , (6.16)
with δ → 0, we have
r
(2)
1
p1→0−−→
4∑
m=1
logm(δ)Sp1k;m(x) , (6.17)
where
Sp1k;4(x) = S
p1
k;3(x) = S
p1
k;2(x) = 0 ,
Sp1k;1(x) = ζ2 log
(
1− x
x
)
− ζ3 . (6.18)
Note that r
(2)
1 is less singular as p1 → 0 compared to the previous case where p2 → 0.
However, the full remainder is completely symmetric and should behave in the same way
for arbitrary pi → 0. Indeed it is the building block with external legs pk, p1, p2, namely
r
(2)
k , that carries the leading divergence when p1 → 0, and the behaviour is precisely the
same as (6.14).
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6.2 Non-minimal form factors
In this section, we verify in an explicit example that n-point form factors of the operator
Tk (with k < n) obey the same universal factorisation properties that hold for scattering
amplitudes in general gauge theories [41, 42], as well as for form factors of the stress tensor
operator as shown in [5]. This relation states that under the limit where two adjacent
particles a and b with helicities σa, σb become collinear, the L-loop n-point colour-ordered
form factor (or amplitude) factorises into a sum of (n − 1)-point form factors of equal or
lower loop order, and the collinear divergences are encoded into the coefficients of each
term — the splitting amplitudes. For a general form factor we have
F (L)O,n(1σ1 , . . . , aσa , bσb , . . . , nσn)
a‖b−−→
L∑
`=0
∑
σ
[
F (`)O,n−1(1σ1 , . . . , (a+ b)σ, . . . , nσn)
× Split(L−`)−σ (aσa , bσb)
]
,
(6.19)
where σi denote physical polarisations, and the sum is over all possible internal helicities σ.
To confirm these factorisation properties, we will take as a representative example the
particular component form factor F
(1)
3,4 (1
+, 2φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q), and will consider the collinear
limit p1 || p2 defined in (6.2). For this case, (6.19) predicts that
F
(1)
3,4 (1
+, 2φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q)
∣∣∣
1||2
=F
(0)
3,3 (P
φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q) Split
(1)
−φ12(1
+, 2φ12)
+ F
(1)
3,3 (P
φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q) Split
(0)
−φ12(1
+, 2φ12) ,
(6.20)
where the tree-level and one-loop splitting functions with the helicities specified above are
given by
Split
(0)
−φ12(1
+, 2φ12) =
1
〈12〉
√
1− z
z
, (6.21)
Split
(1)
−φ12(1
+, 2φ12) =
cΓ
2
(−s12)−
[
1− F
(
z − 1
z
)
− F
(
z
z − 1
)]
1
〈12〉
√
1− z
z
, (6.22)
and where we have introduced the shorthand notation F (x) := 2F1(1,−, 1 − ;x). The
form factors appearing on the right-hand side of (6.20) are given by
F
(0)
3,3 (P
φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q) = 1 ,
F
(0)
3,3 (P
φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q) = − cΓ
2
[
(−sP3)− + (−s34)− + (−s4P )−
]
.
(6.23)
In order to check (6.20), we use the general expression for the super form factors of T3
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Figure 6. One-mass finite box function with massless corner with momentum P .
given in (2.9). For the case of F
(1)
3,3 (1
+, 2φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q), (2.9) reduces to
F
(1)
3,4 (1
+, 2φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q)
= −cΓ
2
〈24〉
〈12〉 〈14〉
[
(−s12)− + (−s23)− + (−s34)− + (−s41)−
]
+
〈34〉
〈31〉 〈41〉Fin
1m
4,3(s341; ) +
〈24〉
〈12〉 〈14〉Fin
1m
4,4(s412; ) +
〈23〉
〈13〉 〈12〉Fin
1m
4,2(s234; ) ,
(6.24)
where Fin1m4,i (P
2; ) stands for the one-mass finite box function shown in figure 6, and is
given by
Fin1m4,i (P
2; ) = −cΓ
2
[
(−s)−h(a s) + (−t)−h(a t)− (−P 2)−h(aP 2)] ,
s = si i+1, t = si+1 i+2, u = si i+2, P
2 = si i+1 i+2, a := − u
st
,
(6.25)
where we have defined h(x) := 2F1 (1,−, 1− , x)− 1.
Under the collinear limit p1 || p2, we first notice that the term 〈34〉〈31〉〈41〉Fin1m4,3(s341; )
in (6.24) is subleading, and the remaining terms give
F
(1)
3,4 (1
+, 2φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q)
∣∣∣
1||2
= −cΓ
2
√
1− z
z
1
〈12〉
[
(−s12)− + (−s3P (1− z))− + (−s34)−
+ (−s4P z)− + (−s4P z)−h
(
(z − 1)s4P
s12
)
+ (−s12)−h
(
z − 1
z
)
− (−s4P )−h
(z − 1
z
s4P
s12
)
+ (−s12)−h
(
z
z − 1
)
+ (−s3P (1− z))−h
(
− z s3P
s12
)
− (−s3P )−h
(
z
z − 1
s3P
s12
)]
.
(6.26)
From (6.26) we already see the tree-level splitting amplitude (6.21) appearing as an overall
prefactor. The terms with (−s12)− combine to give the one-loop splitting amplitude (6.22)
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as expected,
F
(1)
3,4 (1
+, 2φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q)
∣∣∣(−s12)−
1||2
=
cΓ
2
(−s12)−
√
1− z
z
1
〈12〉
[
1− F
(
z − 1
z
)
− F
(
z
z − 1
)]
= Split
(1)
−φ12(1
φ12 , 2φ12)F
(0)
3,3 (P
φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q) ,
(6.27)
whereas performing an expansion in  of the remaining terms shows that it matches precisely
F
(1)
3,3 (P
φ12 , 3φ12 , 4φ12 ; q) Split
(0)
−φ12(1
+, 2φ12). Thus we conclude that the universal collinear
factorisation structure (6.19) is obeyed for the particular one-loop form factor we consid-
ered. Confirming the collinear factorisation at two-loop order would require the calculation
of the non-minimal form factor F
(2)
3,4 , which we leave for future investigations.
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